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The challenge

Drinks Process Cooling Hire 
Drinks Manufacturer, Yorkshire 

750kW Chiller Hire

This Yorkshire-based drinks manufacturer needed a solution to provide high efficiency chilled water 
for use in several manufacturing lines, with the assurance of fixed weekly costs.

What did we do?
Carrier Rental Systems provided a high efficiency hire chiller 
initially on  short term rental, later converted to a long term rental 
contract, guaranteeing the client fixed running costs, including 
servicing and maintenance, and ensuring complete continuity of 
service.

How did we do it?
The CRS 750 chiller supplied provides chilled water at 0deg C to 
the manufacturer’s canning machines, pasteurisers and various 
heat exchangers. The complete package includes running pump, 
standby pump and flexible 4in pipe work.

We initially provided temporary cables, but when the client 
confirmed a long-term hire (five years), we hard-wired the unit on 
a permanent basis. 

EQUIPMENT

END USER

APPLICATION

ADDITIONAL

1 x CRS 750 chiller

Drinks producer / manufacturing

Long term chiller hire for process cooling

CRS 4in pumps (run and standby) and temporary 
pipe work

FLUID CHILLING / HEATING | AIR-CONDITIONING| PROCESS COOLING | CHILLED / COLD STORAGE | AIR TO AIR HEATING | TEMPORARY HOT WATER
BOILERS | EVENT COOLING / HEATING | TEMPORARY ICE RINKS | SMALL PORTABLE AIR-CONDITIONING & HEATING UNITS
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Results
The chiller has performed reliably and with low energy 
consumption since being installed, giving the client peace of 
mind and delivering reduced running costs. We take care of all 
servicing requirements, backed by our 24/7 call out support by 
fully trained engineers, giving complete reassurance.

Marc White, director at Carrier Rental Systems, said: “Many 
customers are now asking us to provide them with a long term 
hire solution, which can run from anything from one to eight 
years, as it gives peace of mind with fixed weekly costs and full 
service back-up.” 


